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References

Wen et al. (2015) [1] proposed a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) approach to 
the generation of utterances from dialog acts.  It employs generation at the 
word-level, which requires one to pre-process the data by substituting named 
entities with placeholders. This prevents the model from handling some 
contextual effects and from managing multiple occurrences of the same 
attribute.

Our approach :
1. We use a character-level model, which unlike the word-level model makes it     

  posssible to learn to “copy” information from the dialog act to the target            
  without having to pre-process the input.

2. In order to avoid generating non-words and inventing information not present  
  in the input, we propose a method for incorporating prior knowledge [2] into    
  the RNN in the form of a weighted finite-state automaton over character            
  sequences.

Abstract

Task

Word-based model requires de-lexicalisation and re-lexicalisation

[Dialog Act]:   inform(name=<NAME>; area=<AREA>; accepts credit cards=‘yes’)
[Realization]:  the <NAME> is near the <AREA>and accepts credit card -s .

Requires a reliable mechanism for Named-Entity Recognition (NER)
Unable to account for subtle morphological or lexical effects that a specific 

named entity may have on its context
 le ritz (la belle époque) est situé (est située) …)
 the HOTEL NAME is ... → the the renaissance is …

Does not address multiple slots of the same type, e.g. names of two hotels

Previous Work and Criticism

We proposed a character-level generator which is able to “copy” information 
from the source dialog act to the target utterance, and which uses original data 
without requiring pre-processing

By incorporating prior knowledge in the form of a finite-state automaton, 
exploiting a notion of “background-augmented” RNN, we discourage the 
character-level model from generating non-existing words or information for 
which there is no evidence in the input.

Conclusions

[Dialog Act]:  inform(name=‘phoenix hotel’; area=‘civic center’; accepts credit cards=‘yes’)
[Realization]: the phoenix hotel is near the civic center and accepts credit card -s .

Character-based Model:
Attention-based [4] character-to-character model based on seq2seq[3] 

models
Enables copying at the character level, this prevents us from having to de-

lexicalize some aspects of the input

 

 

[Dialog Act]:   inform(name=’noe 7s nest bed and breakfast’;address=’1257 guerrero st’)
[Reference]:   * the address is 1257 guerrero st for noe 7s nest bed and breakfast. #
[Realization]:  noe 7s nest bed and breakfast is located at 1257 guerrero st .

Background-Adaptor RNNs
Standard RNN: 

Our model:

  Intuition with extreme cases:
 Background: Uniform Distribution
 Background: True distribution over the data

 
 Finite State Machine as the Background Process:

 
 
 
 
 

Parameterization of the FSA by                    :
 All common words from the target vocabulary:
 All substrings from the source dialog act: 1 - 
 Fit using maximum likelihood

Proposed Approach

Figure 1. Attention heatmap for a selected example. 
The x-axis and y-axis denote the input Dialog Act 
and realization respectively.

Figure 2.  The Background FSA which shows the inclusion of target vocabulary words such as “hotel”
and “wants”. Also, it is capable of accepting any substring from the dialog act such as the number 
“182” (bottom of the figure). The large central state is both initial and final.

Experimental Results

Table 1. BLEU scores of the models
 computed on the test set. **p < 0.01

Table 2. Human evaluation of top realization of the models. Statistical significance is computed through
a pairwise difference one-tailed Student’s t-test between the model with maximum score against the
others. *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Table 3. Example realizations of the models. The most probable realization from a beam of length 5 is
shown in each case.
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Dataset [1]:
Consists of 2 domains with ~5K samples each: hotel and restaurant
8 different dialog act types: inform, reject, confirm etc
13 different possible slots such as name, pricerange, address etc.
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